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The Projector is hiring -get involved!

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Sandy Klowak
editor@rrcsa.ca

NEWS EDITOR

Kiran Dhillon
news@rrcsa.ca

The Projector prints 16 issues from
end of August to end of April. The positions below run from beginning of
April 2011 – end of March 2012.
Editor in Chief
The Editor in Chief of The Projector
is ultimately responsible for everything
that is published in the newspaper,
overseeing all elements of production
on a bi-weekly basis and acting as a
driving force in the content and style of
the newspaper.
Responsibilities include: making
editorial decisions; editing paper for
factual accuracy, consistency, fairness,
and legality; managing editorial staff
and ensuring smooth production of
the paper.
The position requires at least 30
hours of work per two-week period and
pays $200 per bi-weekly issue.
News Editor
The News Editor reports to the Editor in Chief and is responsible for the
content and direction of the News section. The News Editor must have knowledge of campus news and defamation
laws.
Responsibilities include: generating story ideas for the News section; assigning stories through bi-weekly story
meetings; writing stories when needed;
editing all News stories; arranging appropriate visual content for stories.
The position requires about 12
hours of work per two-week period and
pays $150 per bi-weekly issue.
Arts & Culture Editor
The Arts & Culture Editor reports
to the Editor in Chief and is responsible
for the content and direction of the

Arts & Culture section. The Arts & Culture
Editor must have knowledge of the arts
community and defamation laws.
Responsibilities include: generating
story ideas for the Arts & Culture section;
assigning stories through bi-weekly story
meetings; writing stories when needed; editing all Arts & Culture stories.
The position requires about 12 hours
of work per two-week period and pays $150
per bi-weekly issue.
Sports & Lifestyle Editor
The Sports & Lifestyle Editor reports to
the Editor in Chief and is responsible for
the content and direction of the Sports &
Lifestyle section. The Sports & Lifestyle Editor must have knowledge of campus and
community sports and defamation laws
Responsibilities include: generating
story ideas for the Sports & Lifestyle section; assigning stories through bi-weekly
story meetings; writing stories when needed; editing all Sports & Lifestyle stories.
The position requires about 12 hours
of work per two-week period and pays $150
per bi-weekly issue.
Layout Editors (2)
The two Layout Editors will work
closely with the Editor in Chief to produce
a professional and appealing publication,
working to create a unified layout design
concept for the paper.
The Layout Editors will help generate
ideas for photos, illustrate any artwork to
accompany stories in The Projector and
will lay out The Projector on a bi-weekly basis, committing to each and every production night as determined by the Editor in
Chief. Solid knowledge of and demonstrated proficiency in Adobe InDesign software
is a must.

OPINION: RRCJHR

Migrant workers getting
short end of stick
Andrew Kress
CONTRIBUTOR
We like to think of Canada as a peacekeeping nation, a leader in human rights.
And rightfully so. Canada’s played the part
of the peacekeeper during Suez, Vietnam,
Cyprus, and many other times, earning
its title. Canada is one of the few nations
that’s given equal rights to LGBT people,
and was a place where slaves would escape
to through the Underground Railroad.
But there’s a kind of elitism that
comes with this knowledge that we are a
leader of human rights, an elitism that potentially blinds us to what is happening in
our own backyard.
I’m talking about migrant workers,
people who leave one country to work in
another temporarily, to send money back
home. In Manitoba, there are a good chunk
of migrant workers working on farms.
While here, they pay CPP, income tax, and
employment insurance. They pay everything we pay, but they receive no benefits.
No healthcare. Nothing.
While they are legal workers, due to
bureaucratic oversights in the system,
these workers often fall through the cracks
and are at high risk to be taken advantage
of by employers.
On a farm, it’s required that a worker needs a weekly day off. Some migrant
workers work for 12 days in a row, 12 to
16 hours a day. Though when weather is
bad farmers usually do not work, migrant
workers are sometimes forced to work on
these days, without pay, because hours
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aren’t protected under the employment
standards. Breaks are also relegated to the
field.
When these workers come into the
city to shop, it’s not uncommon that someone from the farm will come with them
and watch them, making sure no one
talks to them. They are also not allowed to
receive visits while on the farm. They are
completely cut off.
Farmers have also been known to scam
the government. When they hire a worker
from another country, they are supposed
to pay for their flights. The farmer can terminate a worker and tell them their flight
home is the next day, feeding them some
bull about failing a competency test despite having worked for them for a lengthy
amount of time. Laying off a migrant worker prevents the farmer from having to pay
for the return flight.
If you’re wondering why they bother
coming here, it’s because this is where the
money is. They can’t support their families in their own countries, so they come
here because the pay is substantially better.
These people are willing to be separated
from their families and go through this
abuse so their loved ones can put food on
the table.
So congratulations, Canada, you’ve
made it a step above slavery. But maybe it’s
time to tackle the rest of the staircase.
For more info check out 3amigoscampaign.
com, migrantworkersolidarity.wordpress.com,
and the film El Contrato, produced by the National Film Board of Canada.
Andrew Kress is journalism student and
member of RRC’s chapter of Journalists for Human Rights (JHR).
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The position requires approximately 15-20 hours per two-week period and pays $150 per bi-weekly issue.
Photo Editor
The Photo Editor is in charge of all
visual art to accompany editorial content The Projector, with an emphasis
on generating original art for the paper.
Responsibilities include: generating ideas for photos/artwork to accompany stories in The Projector; communicating with writers to coordinate
photos/artwork for their stories; assigning and taking all photos needed;
compiling properly sourced and edited
artwork/photos for print.
The position requires approximately 10 hours of work per two-week
period and pays $150 per bi-weekly issue.
Closing date: Friday February 25 at
4 p.m.
Submissions: Drop off or mail
hard copy of cover letter, resume and
three work samples to the Red River
College Students’ Association offices
at the Exchange District Campus:
Attn: The Projector
P110, 160 Princess St.
Winnipeg, MB R3B 1K9
Or the Notre Dame Campus:
Attn: The Projector
CM-20, 2055 Notre Dame Ave.
Winnipeg, MB R3H 0J9
For more information email
editor@rrcsa.ca

WANT TO WRITE FOR
THE PROJECTOR?
Know of a story on campus we
should be covering?
Let us know!
Help us make our
college newspaper better.
Email :
EDITOR@RRCSA.CA
for more info on contributing
or to give us story tips.

CALL FOR BOARD MEMBER
Want to get involved in shaping
the future of The Projector?
We are looking for one Notre Dame Campus
student to sit on the newly-formed
Projector Publications Advisory Board,
which is working on important projects such
as creating a website for The Projector.
Interested?
To volunteer or for more info, email
editor@rrcsa.ca

ARTS EDITOR

Yvonne Raymond
arts@rrcsa.ca

SPORTS EDITOR

Keith McCullough
sports@rrcsa.ca

LAYOUT EDITORS

Glenda Ollero
Rachel Hesketh
layout@rrcsa.ca

PHOTO EDITOR

Jérémie Wookey
photo@rrcsa.ca

ADVERTISING
DIRECTOR

Guy Lussier
glussier@rrc.mb.ca

BEAT REPORTERS

Sean Angus
Jessica Cable
Sara Harrison
Kevin Hirschfield
Kim Lawson
COLUMNISTS

J Williamez
Caitlin MacGregor

RED RIVER COLLEGE
P110-160 Princess Street
Winnipeg, MB R38 1K9
www.rrcsa.ca
Phone: (204) 947-0013
Fax: (204) 949-9150

CONTRIBUTORS
Shelley Cook
Steve Dreger
Dani Finch
Amanda Hope
Andrew Kress

WHO WE ARE
The Projector is the official newspaper of
Red River College and is published by the Red
River College Students’ Association (RRCSA) every second Monday. The Projector is a member of
the Canadian University Press (CUP), a national
organization of student newspapers. Opinions
expressed in The Projector do not necessarily
reflect those of the students’ association or Red
River College. All material is herein copyrighted
to The Projector, its contributors, and the RRCSA.

WRITE FOR US
Anyone can write for The Projector, and Red
River College students are encouraged to contribute. Simply pitch or submit an article to the appropriate section editor or join our contributors’
list. Though we will consider all submissions, due
to space restrictions, The Projector cannot guarantee that all articles received will be published.
If you wish to respond to something you’ve read
in this issue, letters to the editor can be emailed
to editor@rrcsa.com. To ensure your chances
of being published, letters should strive to be
around 150 to 200 words in length. The Projector reserves the right to edit all submissions for
length, as well as stylistic, grammatical, and legal
guidelines. The Projector also reserves the right
to reprint submissions at any time, in both written and electronic formats. The Projector will not
publish content that it deems to be racist, sexist,
or otherwise hateful or prejudiced.
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Local gym helps get at-risk youth back on their feet
RRC students design
under pressure

Steve Dreger
CONTRIBUTOR
The owner of an Exchange
District boxing gym is helping
at-risk youth get on a healthy life
path.
Harry Black, president of two
non-profit organizations, Pan Am
Boxing Club and Pan Am Place,
is moving forward with plans to
convert the building next to his
gym into a training and living
facility for young men at risk of
addiction, gang involvement, and
other roadblocks to a successful
life.
Renovations of living spaces
and a new boxing gym at 88 Arthur Street, located right next to
the Pan Am Boxing Gym, are underway. Pan Am Boxing and Pan
Am Place will be a new home for a
small group of 18-24-year-old Winnipeg men committed to turning
their lives around.
Pan Am Boxing Club has
had many Winnipeg youth come
through its boxing programs,
which can instill a sense of discipline that may otherwise be
lacking. But the young men often
have obstacles in their personal
lives keeping them from meeting
their full potential.
“We felt that only way we
could have a real dramatic effect
on the youth we were working
with for boxing and fitness purposes, was to get involved with
their life outside the gym. That
meant providing them safe housing and extend them coaching
and mentoring with their train-
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ing, which help them in much
bigger ways than just fitness,”
said Black.
The gym is a great resource
for young men who may need a
new direction in their life. Gym
manager Holly Enns has high
hopes for the programs effects
within the community.
“It’s attractive to kids that
are coming off the street. They
get to keep their tough guy identity,” said Enns.
But the unique youth housing program being offered will
not be available to just anyone.
“A lot will be based on their
willingness to participate. They
will not be allowed to just live
there. They will have to volunteer; they will have to be on their
way to some kind of higher education,” said Enns.
Black hopes to create a partnership with Red River College.
He envisions the young men in
his program enrolling in Red

River College courses or at least
receiving counseling from Red
River College coordinators.
Organizers are well on their
way to reaching the projected
$400,000 needed to complete the
project, with help from local government. Having come through
Pan Am Boxing himself as young
man, Dan Vandal, city councilor
for St. Vital, has shown financial
support, along with St. Norbert
city councilor Justin Swandel.
Swandel, through his involvement with the criminal justice system, has seen many kids
reach 18 and have nowhere to
turn but to get involved in negative behaviour.
“Harry’s program is providing 18-24-year-olds positive outcomes. Whether it be boxing,
job training or education, the
program really hits a void in the
social spectrum in our city,” said
Swandel.

Gearing up for elections
RRCSA nomination period begins

Kim Lawson
NEWS BEAT REPORTER
It’s almost election time at
Red River College.
The nomination period for
the 2011 Red River College Students’ Association election is
open now until March 8.
The Students’ Association is
looking to fill four positions for
the 2011-2012 school year – president, vice-president academic,
vice-president support services,
and vice-president Princess Street
Campus and encourages students
to sign up to run for a spot on the
RRCSA.
Alex Haas, the current VP
academic and the chair of the
election committee, said putting
in his nomination form was one
of the best things he’s done in his
time at Red River College.
“I’ve definitely gained 100
per cent more confidence in just
about everything I do. You’re
forced to interact with people all
the time – it helps me with my

people skills and public speaking skills. When I first came to
the school, I would cringe at the
thought of speaking in public.
Now I do it all the time,” Haas
said.
Nikki Harris, the current VP
Princess Street, says her college
experience has been a much different than if she wasn’t involved
with the SA.
“Being in this position, I’m
doing more than just going to
classes and going home and doing
homework. I’m getting involved
and getting a better college experience by helping other students.
It’s nice to know you’re having a
positive impact on students’ college experiences,” she said.
Along with people skills,
Haas has learned time management, human resources, and financial management skills.
“Most students don’t realize
how much money the students’
association is in charge of. We
take care of what happens with
students’ fees, so our positions
come with a lot of responsibility. And that’s why it’s important
that students vote,” he said.
After achieving a 45 per cent
increase in voting rates last year,

the elections committee is working to increase that number again
this year with online voting. During the voting period, the link to
the voting page and a password
will be emailed to students’ academic email accounts.
Haas hopes the move online
will draw more votes from the
college’s distance education students and students at some of
the regional campuses outside of
Winnipeg.
“It’s the first time on a Manitoba campus that voting has been
done online, I believe, so it’s kind
of an experiment, but I think we
should be able to build on our increase from last year,” he said.
But the best way to engage
voters is to have multiple candidates running for each position.
Last year, two of the positions
went uncontested.
“We really don’t want any position to go uncontested. It’s less
exciting for voters to check a ‘yes’
or ‘no’ box than a name,” he said.
Nomination packages are
available online at rrcsa.ca and at
the Students’ Association offices
at the Notre Dame and Exchange
District campuses.

The city’s eyes and are opening up to the Pan Am project. Local news stories and articles are
sparking interest left, right and
centre. An October article in the
Winnipeg Free Press caught documentarian Ervin Chartrand’s
attention. The ex- Manitoba Warrior VP called his film-making
partner, CBC web-producer Jim
Agapito. Inspired to get involved,
they’re planning to make a documentary about the program, and
the young men in it. And it’s no
small project. Chartrand and
Agapito are dedicating three to
five years to the making of the
documentary.
“With the federal government cutting four out of the
five of the existing anti-gang
programs, projects like this are
much needed. If this program
gets through to 15-30 people, you
know that’s 15-30 positive stories
coming out of it all,” said Agapito.

IMPORTANT
ELECTION DATES
Nominations Close: March 8
Candidate Information
Session: March 10, 12 p.m.
Write-Up Due for the Projector: March 14
Campaign Period: March 21
to April 1
Opening Speeches:
- Notre Dame campus: March
29, 12-1 p.m.
- Exchange District campus:
March 30, 12-1 p.m.
Closing Speeches:
- Exchange District campus:
April 1, 10:30-11:30 a.m.
- Notre Dame campus: April 1,
12-1 p.m.
Online Voting Period: April 4
to 7

NOMINATION
REQUIREMENTS
- Nomination form with 50
supporters’ signatures
- A 1000 word positioning statement highlighting your platform
- A $10 cash only refundable
deposit
- A copy of your most recent
transcript (Candidates must
have a minimum 2.0 GPA)

Red River College’s second-year graphic design students took over The Forks Market on Feb. 12 and 13 creating
original works of art, on the
spot, to benefit a good cause,
reported RRC’s online newscast Live At Five.
The 9th Annual Forks
Market Student Art Show had
the design students conceptualizing, planning and executing original works in under 24
hours while viewers and passersby looked on.
From 9:30 am on Saturday until 11:30 am Sunday, the
student artists used a variety
of drawing and painting techniques to create a wide array
of pieces which were then auctioned off the highest bidder.
The live auction was
hosted by RRC Instructor and
former CKY anchor Steve Vogelsang. The proceeds will
benefit Winnipeg Harvest and
the Red River College graphic
design students’ graduation
fund.

Green career fair comes
to U of W
The Manitoba Environmental Industries Association
(MEIA) student chapter is holding its second annual MEIA
Environmental Career Fair on
Mar. 2 at the Duckworth Centre at the University of Winnipeg.
MEIA is a non-profit organization committed to advancing environmental opportunities for companies in
Manitoba through networking and education.
The organization’s Environmental Career Fair will
involve students from postsecondary institutions across
Manitoba and get them involved in the planning process.
It’s an opportunity for students to enhance their knowledge about the environmental
industry while networking
with employers. Exhibitors
from government, transportation and forestry industries
will be present along with 16
sessions on various career and
industry-related topics like
graduate studies, co-op, government and environmental
studies.
Contact the MEIA student
chapter at envirocareerfair@
gmail.com for information on
how to register and for volunteering opportunities. The career fair runs from 12:30 pm
to 7:30 pm.

Compiled by:
Jessica Cable
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Rock out for a good cause
Winnipeg bands battle it out for the kids
Dani Finch
CONTRIBUTOR
On Feb. 17, five Winnipeg
bands battled it out for charity at
the Pyramid Cabaret, for The Children’s Rehab Rockout, a musical
competition to crown the best
local band as determined by audience members’ votes and a panel
of judges.

The best part? The competition is raising funds for a local
charity – the Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation.
The project was started as
the Independent Professional
Project of Kiley Dyck and Christa Campbell, both public relations majors in the creative
communications program at
Red River College.
“The idea started as an outdoor concert, which would cost
way too much money,” said Dyck.
“It eventually evolved into this,

something that would work, and
was a big idea.”
The Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation is the fundraising arm for the Rehabilitation
Centre for Children (RCC). The
RCC provides children with disabilities services that enable
them to live independently in
their own homes, schools, and
communities. Over 22,000 visits
are made to RCC each year.
Dyck and Campbell knew
from the beginning they wanted
their event to raise money for a

Move Your Soul success
How two college students worked together to
raise $9,000 for charity

Amanda Hope
CONTRIBUTOR
Question: What do you get
when you put together six co-ed
ringette teams, two determined
students, one weekend, and limited time and money?
Answer: Just under $9,000
for the Multiple Sclerosis Society
of Canada.
On Jan. 1 – 2, 2011, six teams
of co-ed ringette players battled
the cold, the snow, and each other
in an effort to take home the gold
and support a fantastic cause.
The Move Your Soul Ringette
Tournament included a number of activities, and in addition
to the tournament, there was a
hair-streaking station, tacos in
a bag, and much more. Chrissy
Troy from Hot 103 provided live

remote broadcasts to the radio
station during the day, and the
entire event was wrapped up with
an after party in the evening.
Ashton Friesen and Melissa
Marlatt – the event coordinators
– are both second-year creative
communications students at Red
River College. They chose to hold
a tournament to raise money for
Multiple Sclerosis as their Independent Professional Project because they each know someone
who is affected by the illness.
For Friesen, it is her childhood best friend.
“Heidi was the best ringette
player on our team when we were
growing up,” Friesen explained.
“Then one day, without warning,
she lost feeling in her legs. That
was the end of her ringette career, but she refused to let it be
the end of her life. She is an inspiration, and I’ve known ever since
that any fundraiser I would hold
would be for MS.”

RRC student wins
design contest
Graphic design student’s logo
chosen in Chinatown
Banner Competition
Kiran Dhillon
NEWS EDITOR
Heather Zimmerman, 19, is
a second year graphic design student at Red River College whose
art is being featured prominently
in Winnipeg’s Chinatown.
Each year, the Downtown
Biz holds the Chinatown Banner
Competition. Members of the
public were invited to submit
designs celebrating the Chinese
Year of the Hare. A jury consisting of seven members of the design community, the Chinese
community, and the Downtown
Biz, picked Zimmerman’s design
from 48 entries.
Zimmerman’s design was
unveiled on Feb. 9 during a ceremony in the Exchange District.
The design has been placed
on 18 banners, which are displayed throughout Chinatown
for the year.

Jennifer Verch, communications and marketing manager at
the Downtown Biz, said the competition has been going on for the
past 15 years but Zimmerman’s
design, which incorporated traditional Chinese art by using the
paper cut design, was chosen for
its uniqueness.
“We thought the colours really gave it a fresh contemporary
look,” she said. “It was quite a departure from past winners. It was
nice to have something different, and it really changed things
up. It’ll be noticed on the streets
of Chinatown.”
Zimmerman, who hopes
to open her own design firm
one day, said the whole experience has been especially exciting. She received a $400 honorarium and $400 was given to
the creative arts department at
Red River College.
“It was really crazy to see
something that I worked on
my computer screen up in the
streets,” she said.

local children’s charity. They felt
the Children’s Rehabilitation
Foundation was a good fit, as they
fund programs such as the RBC
Therapeutic Recreation Program,
which provides opportunities for
children and teens with physical
disabilities and special needs to
engage in leisure and recreation.
Part of this program is
the RBC Art and Jam Night, an
adapted recreation program
for youth living with a disability. The Art and Jam night is an
evening which features 45 minutes of music and 45 minutes of
art and games.
“We wanted to stick with the
music aspect, and with Art and
Jam, the kids do musical therapy,” said Dyck.

The five bands performing
on the night of the event include
Prophet, Mãs Headspace, Acid
Scar, Belle Air, and The Beast. You
can vote for your favorite band
on the event’s website, where
over 28,000 votes have already
been cast.
Event sponsors include Cakeology, GoodLife Fitness Canada,
Long & McQuade, Old Dutch
Foods, Power 97, and Presto Pizza.
Without the help of these sponsors, and others who have helped,
Dyck and Campbell said their
event would be nothing.
Results of the rock battle
weren’t known by press time, so
visit the event’s website, wpgrockout.ca to see who won.

What is normally a female-only
sport was turned into a co-ed
competition, which is quite out
of the ordinary. This decision was
a result of the urgings of Chris
Gaudry, another second-year creative communications student.
“I wanted to play ringette,”
Gaudy explained. “I wanted to get
involved and raise money for MS.
Thankfully, I was able to convince
both of the coordinators that it
was a good idea. They had to add
two more teams and extend the
tournament to fit everyone in
who wanted to play. I am so excited I was part of this event.”
Allowing men to play in the
tournament added an interesting twist, especially since many
hadn’t played ringette before.
“I [had] no idea what I’m getting myself into,” said Neil Babaluk, a member of the ‘Pilons’ team.
“I still don’t understand how to
play. But it’s for a good cause so I
don’t mind looking foolish.”
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ORIGINS:
Festival du Voyageur
How the rip-roaring winter fest came to be

ARTS EDITOR

Festival du Voyageur is popular, no doubt – it brings in 10,000
visits on Louis Riel Day alone. But
behind the ever-growing winter
festival is a whole lot of history.
In 1967 a group of three entrepreneurs went to the Chamber
of Commerce of St. Boniface with
an idea to hold a three-day festival in celebration of the fur traders who established the Red River
Colony and Western Canada’s
largest French-speaking community. Their idea was rejected, explains the Festival website.
But by 1970 the idea was approved – just in time for Mani-
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toba’s centennial celebrations.
Since Festival’s inception, it has
helped develop Whittier Park and
has grown to become a 10 day
festival that pulls in more than
77,000 people.
“For the French community,
it’s a big statement,” said Emili
Bellefleur, director of marketing
and communications for Festival
du Voyageur. “It’s our big festival.
We get to show the city and the
province, although we’re a small
community, our culture.”
Fort Gibraltar, one of the
main sites at Festival, was home
to the North West Trading Company in the early 1800s. The North
West Trading Company were the
French rivals to the British Hudson’s Bay Company. The erection
of the site led to many disputes
and was eventually captured and
destroyed in March of 1816 by ex-
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employee of NWC and leader of
a major shareholder to HBC, the
Selkirk Colony, Colin Robertson.
Eventually the fort was rebuilt in
1817 after the overhaul was considered illegal.
Fort Gibraltar was destroyed,
yet again, in a flood in 1852, but
Festival rebuilt the site in 1978.
“There’s a lot about Fort Gibraltar, which is a historic fur
trade fort, [at Festival]. There are
about 80 interpreters working
there [Louis Riel Day]. You get to
experience what it’s like to live in
the 1850s. You get to touch furs,
eat what the voyageurs ate, learn
some basic French words, dance,
listen to local music,” said Bellefleur.
The voyageurs were fur delivery men for the NWC. According
to a McGill University’s digital
library, “it was expected a voyageur work at least 14 hours a day,
paddle 50 strokes a minute and
be able to carry two “pièces” of
90 pounds across portage.” But
throughout it all, they are said to
have rowed the rivers singing all
day long – hence their trademark
“joie de vivre,” which means joy
for life.
These are the stories from
which Festival du Voyageur has
been created. It is the history of
Manitoba. Bellefleur encourages
people to experience the culture
between Feb. 18-27.
“You have to come out, listen to some artists, check out the
snow sculptures, get some Caribou in an ice glass (it’s a traditional drink we serve – it’s a fortified
wine similar to port and then you
add some type of strong liquor,
spices and maple syrup) in the
snow bar. You have to have one if
you come to festival. It warms the
heart,” she said.
For more information visit
IHVWLYDOYR\DJHXUPEFDZS.
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The end of a school year
is nothing new for me. Since
high school (which I don’t like
to think about lest I recall being stuffed into lockers and
forced to perform embarrassing sex acts on stray animals)
I’ve been through almost ten
years of post secondary classes.
But this year, it’s beginning to hit me, is going to be
different because I don’t have
any immediate plans to return
to school next year. I have to
find a job.
I thought for sure that after this much extra schooling
I’d have a pretty good idea of
exactly what I want to do for
a career. Sadly, however, this is
not the case.
So with the end of my
scholastic career rushing at
me like the ground at a skydiver without the luxury of
a parachute, I’ve decided to
make a list of potential careers
for myself, with the hopes
that one of them will stick out
from the rest, and I’ll find my
true calling.
Student: One potential career I’ve considered is to be a
professional student. I’ve been
in school for so long that I’ve

gotten pretty damn good at
it. The only problem with this
is that I haven’t quite figured
out how to make money by
going to school. The only people I can think of who make
money by being students are
those annoying kids on the TV
show Glee. I’m going to have
to rule this out as an option,
however, because if I were on
that show, I’d have to kick the
shit out of myself everyday for
being such a douche bubble. It
just doesn’t seem worth it.
Nude Art School Model:
I’ve often thought that being
a nude model for art classes
would be a good career. The
problem with this is that
the thought of myself naked
gets me really riled up, and
I imagine that the students
might eventually ask their instructors if they could have a
chance to draw a naked dude
without a huge Rodney.
Having all but eliminated
these two options, I guess my
path has been made clear: I’m
going to put all of these years
of schooling to good use by becoming the guy who changes
the urinal pucks. Hey, it’s a
living!

Redressing violence
Local artist teams with gender studies institute
to raise awareness
Sara Harrison
ARTS BEAT REPORTER

Dozens of red dresses flapping in the wind: it’s a visual
message, and a play on words,
that packs a wallop.
Local Métis artist, Jaime
Black, is set to kick off International Women’s Week at The
University of Winnipeg with the
REDress Project, which will showcase donated red dresses in commemoration of missing and murdered aboriginal women.
In partnership with the Institute for Women’s and Gender
Studies (IWGS), the art installation will run from March 7-12 to
address the issue of missing and
murdered women across Canada.
The Native Women’s Association of Canada has reported
520 missing or murdered women
across the country, half of them
since the year 2000.
“I chose red because it is such
a powerful colour and evokes
both sides of being an Aboriginal
woman. Red is symbolic of blood,
life, violence, and passion. It also
represents women of the red nation,” explained Black.
Twelve sites will be constructed both indoor and outdoor
across the university campus.
“We expect 12,000 people
will see these exhibits, whether

they do so on purpose or just
when attending the university,”
said Kim Hunter, project and
event coordinator for IWGS.
Black’s inspiration for REDress came when she was traveling through South America
in 2009. She attended a performance art conference and saw
an emotional protest being held
against the disappearance of
400 Columbian women, many of
whom are assumed missing for
political reasons.
I don t have a direct connection with any of the missing
or murdered women in Canada.
But I am a Métis woman and my
family has always faced Aboriginal stereotypes, said Black.
Black began promoting this
project in the summer by collecting dresses, speaking at events
like Take Back The Night, and
through social media. REDress’s
exhibition goal is to collect 500
red dresses, but so far she has
about 120. Black doesn’t expect
to achieve her goal before March
but hopes she will be able to show
her installation elsewhere.
“I hope to travel with the
REDress Project and be able to receive dress donations from other
cities. This isn’t just a Canadian
problem and, ideally, I would love
to travel outside of Canada with
it.”
The project’s objective is to
create discussion and educate
about the missing women by presenting the issue in a different

light.
Postcards will be available at
each site advocating the end of violence against Aboriginal women.
There are six drop-off locations around the city for Winnipeggers to donate new or gently
used red dresses of any size. Volunteers are required for promoting, setting up, and giving tours
of the exhibits. Interested individuals are encouraged contact Kim
Hunter at 204-786-9921 for more
information.

Photos courtesy of Jaime Drew

Looking
for love
online
Do Internet
dating sites make
cheating more
accessible?

REVIEW: The
December Man
Compelling play explores
aftermath of Montreal Massacre
Sandy Klowak
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The December Man, by Canadian playwright Colleen Murphy,
is a heart-wrenching portrayal of
the devastation the killing of 14
women at Montreal’s École Polytechnique had on a male survivor
and his family. On Dec. 6, 1989,
Marc Lépine entered a classroom
and separated the male and female students, shooting only the
women, and then targeting more
in the hallways. He shot 28 people
before killing himself. The only
fatalities were women.
The play opens on a dark yet
chillingly comical scene between
two distraught parents, and follows Kathleen and Benoit, played
by Marina Stephenson Kerr and
Ron Lea, back in time until the
day their son Jean, played by
Tristan Carlucci, escaped the massacre. The play examines the tragedy’s ability to unravel this closeknit French Canadian family, as
Jean fights a losing battle against
the grief and guilt that consumes
him as a male survivor of the misogynistic killings.
The story, which plays out entirely in the family’s living room,
traces the seasons back in time
through the two years after the
massacre.
Moving back in time allowed
the audience to see the toll these
events have taken on this once
happy family. As we move backward with the family from the
end of the story toward the beginning, the inevitability of their undoing is heart breaking.
I saw this play on its closing
day, and the cast’s performance
was flawless. Stephenson Kerr and
Lea seamlessly portray a captivating and endearing working-class
couple devastated by tragedy.
Carlucci, making his professional debut, deftly played a young
man tormented and confused by
his role in the massacre, bouncing convincingly from distantly

contemplative to utterly wracked
with guilt about his inability to
prevent the tragedy he witnessed
and survived due to his gender.
But even in the play’s darkest moments, the actors portray
a wry sense of humour. The stark
juxtaposition of comedy and
tragedy made me feel uncomfortable yet hit home as true to life.
Murphy’s intricate script delicately reminds us the mundane
realities of life do not disappear
in times of tragedy, and that no
situation is ever black and white.
This play was enthralling. It
ran 90 minutes with no intermission—a wise choice as it allowed
the actors’ intensity and drive
to never let up for a moment. So
captivating was the performance
for me that I didn’t even think to
observe other audience members.
As much as I enjoy the theatre, a
child of the technological age, I
often end up checking my watch
a few times during a performance. Not this time—I was fully
theirs for the full hour and a half,
and longer, as the impact of this
play was hard to shake.
By taking a close look at the
impact the Montreal Massacre
had on a male survivor and his
family, Murphy draws attention
to the ripple effect of societal violence, in whatever form. Specifically, she reminds us that misogynistic violence cannot be ignored
as only a “women’s issue,” but
needs to be recognized by everyone, as a symptom of a complexly
ill society that harms many outside of those directly involved.
The December Man won the
2006 Enbridge playrites Award,
the 2007 Governor General’s Literary Award for Drama and the
2008 Canadian Authors Association/Carol Bolt Award for Drama.
It ran at the Prairie Theatre Exchange from Jan. 26 to Feb. 13.

Caitlin MacGregor
Illustration by Nyco Rudolph

Lately I’ve found myself
wondering: Is online dating
helping or hurting marriage?
On the one hand, people
are finding better matches.
With the Internet, your dating
pool is essentially the entire
world – although I personally
filter my search results to be
within 50 miles from my house.
So, rather than marrying someone because of convenience,
like growing up on the same
street or going to the same
high school, people are taking
the time to find a partner with
the same interests, morals and
views on life as their own. There
are countless success stories of
couples who initially didn’t live
in the same city or even country
as each other, but found each
other online and made it work.
Neil Warren, co-founder of

eHarmony, was a clinical psychologist with 35 years experience
as a marriage counsellor when
he got involved in online dating.
He began noticing many couples
were marrying, but didn’t have
compatible personalities and
were finding themselves with
marital issues down the road. At
eHarmony, they believe in finding people better matches, hence
their lengthy questionnaire and
pricier membership fees, which
are roughly $20-60 per month,
depending on the length of the
membership. They want people
who are serious about finding
someone.
Then there’s the flip side:
the many people who use the Internet to help them break their
marriage vows. I’ve personally
received several messages like
this one: “I’ll be really upfront be-

cause I wouldn’t want to waste
your time or mine. Would you
consider getting involved with a
married man?” At least he was
one of the honest ones.
A friend of mine started
dating a guy this summer whom
she met online. Things were going well. He met her friends,
treated her right and the sex
was great. The only problem was
when she found out he was married with three kids.
There are even sites like
Ashley Madison, a site specifically for married men and women to go when looking for an
extramarital affair. It’s not like
people didn’t cheat before the
Internet, but I’m wondering if
online sites are making it easier
and more tempting to cheat.
Am I naive to still believe in
happily-ever-after with one guy?
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A
beastly
show
Student band
to hold official
launch March 1
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Manitoba
curling rocks
Our province’s turn to shine

Kevin Hirschfield
SPORTS BEAT REPORTER

Am I the only one that is
jumping up and down in excitement over the Manitoba curling
scene? Probably. But I don’t care.
Never in my 13 years of
watching curling have I been so
pumped to watch teams from
Manitoba play at the provincial
championships and, of course,
the national championships. And
I’m really getting a sense that the
future of this province is in great
hands.
In fact, we haven’t even gotten through the Scotties and the
Brier yet, and I think it’s safe to
say 2011 might be one of the biggest years in Manitoba curling history.
Case in point: the women’s
side. Feb. 23 might feature the
first full-scale brawl in curling
history. That’s when Jennifer
Jones, who will represent Team
Canada after winning last year for
the third time in a row, squares
off against Team Manitoba led

by Cathy Overton-Clapham. To
refresh your memory, it was in
April of 2010 when Winnipeg’s
Jones announced she was booting her long-time third, OvertonClapham, off the team.
It was a shocking decision
from the Jones team considering they had just won their 3rd
straight Canadian Championship. Many saw it as a blatant
stab in the back from the already
not always popular Jones, who
was dubbed by some as the “ice
queen”.
But Overton-Clapham did not
fade into the sunset. She formed
her own team and, sure enough,
in January, Overton-Clapham’s
squad claimed the provincial title
and earned the right to represent
Manitoba at the Scotties Tournament of Hearts in P.E.I.
Without a doubt, Feb. 23 will
be the biggest game in Manitoba
women’s curling history as each
team will want the win extremely
bad. And who knows, there might
be another meeting on Feb. 26 in
the tournament final.
With Jones and OvertonClapham’s team still with a few
years left in them as the contenders and youngster Chelsea Carey
not far off, the women’s curling
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scene in Manitoba is in great
shape. Throw in the fact that junior Breanne Meakin will soon be
competing in the Scotties, most
likely with her own team (she’s
currently the fifth for OvertonClapham), and it’s not a stretch
to say this province might be the
best there is on the women’s side.
Over on the men’s side, Jeff
Stoughton and Mike McEwen may
not dislike each other as much as
the Manitoba women, but they
are starting to develop a little rivalry of their own.

McEwen dominated Stoughton in the grand slam tournaments and was seeded first at the
Safeway Championship. As I’m
writing this, a winner has not
been decided but even if Stoughton wins what seems like his 368th
provincial title, he has to retire at
some point and McEwen should
step into his head of state role
with ease. With the names McEwen has already beat in Grand
Slam tournaments, he is already
considered one of the best in the
country. And at the age of 30, he’s

last week of hockey has
featured three games that
have offered up line brawls
and goalie fights. And I
can honestly say that it is
one of the greatest weeks
of hockey I’ve ever seen and
I’m ecstatic that we have
shifted back to old-time
hockey. It is one of the best
parts of the game. And
more importantly, Angus,
the fans love it. The crowds
went insane when these
brawls took place and if
you don’t get excited over
this stuff, you really need
a slap in the face. I’ll have
no problem providing you
with that slap.
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Sean Angus & Kevin Hirschfield
SPORTS BEAT

What do you think of fighting
in hockey?
Angus
I know it won’t happen
anytime soon but I would love
to see fighting taken out of
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the game of hockey. To me,
there are few things worse
than watching a hockey
game and then having it
disrupted by two goons going toe-to-toe. Some may
find fighting exciting to
watch but it has nothing
to do with the game itself.
It upsets the flow of the
game and it has the potential to cause very serious injuries. Hockey is a game of
teamwork, hard work and
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skill. The objective is to beat
the other team on the scoreboard and fighting adds
nothing to that.
However, if Hirsch wanted to drop the gloves against
me, I’d be all for it.
Hirsch
Excuse me while I wipe
the vomit from my mouth
after reading that response
from Angus.
As I’m writing this, the

What was your favourite
memory from the 2010
Olympics?
Hirsch
Let me state that I do
not like the Olympics for
a variety of reasons that
I can’t get into here. So
when something goes
wrong, I get excited. This is
why my favourite memory
from last year’s Vancouver Games was when the
Opening Ceremonies were
botched. Yes, in front of

got a long way to go.
Gone are the days of Mark
Lukowich, Brent Scales, and Barb
Spencer representing us at the Canadian championships. We have
so much promise in this province
when it comes to curling. We
always hear about how Alberta
is the best when it comes to the
sport but they may have to start
looking over their shoulder for a
rampaging buffalo, because Manitoba is alive and well and they’re
only getting stronger.

millions of people worldwide, there were massive
technical difficulties when
one of the four torches did
not rise prompting awkward
looks from athletes and
fans- a moment I’ll never
forget. And by the way, the
decision not to have Terry
Fox’s mom light the main
Olympic flame at the opening ceremonies was one of
the worst calls ever made.
Angus
The moment that epitomized Canada at the 2010
Winter Olympic Games was
when Jon Montgomery of
Russell, Manitoba chugged a
pitcher of beer after winning
the gold medal in men’s
skeleton. His triumphant
win by seven tenths of a second over Latvia’s Martins
Dukurs was Canada’s finest
moment last February. Sure,
winning gold in hockey was
great, and the opening ceremonies were memorable,
but seeing a Manitoban win
in dramatic fashion on the
world’s grandest stage was
the time during the entire
Olympics that I felt most
proud to be a Canadian
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Uniting
cultures
RRC’s 2nd annual soccer
tournament an opportunity to
meet others
Yvonne Raymond
ARTS EDITOR

After ten years living in Canada, Argentinean-native Nora
Sobel still remembers the awkwardness of trying to socially adjust to a Canadian lifestyle. Many
people don’t realize how difficult
it can be to blend into a new culture, she explained.
“You need to develop certain
Canadian skills,” she said. “For example, small talk: what’s acceptable to talk about with friends?
With colleagues? The conversations may be different compared
to back home – it might be uncomfortable here. The way you
give feedback too. What is rude
and not rude may be different
from country to country.”
That’s why Sobel, now the
centre coordinator for the Diversity and Immigrant Support
Centre at Red River College, felt
it was important to hold a soccer
tournament in which immigrant,
international, Canadian-born students and college faculty and staff
could get to know one another.
Feb. 5 marked the second year
the round robin tournament was
held at RRC’s Notre Dame Campus. About 55 people attended
– including 45 players – and 16
countries were represented.

Nigerian immigrant Hanafi
Haruna felt the tournament did
just what Sobel hoped it would:
bring different cultures together
and unite them.
“I joined to meet people. To
have fun and share cultures,”
said the 25-year-old. “If you stay
like an island and don’t interact,
you’re not going to get to know
anybody.”
Haruna said one of the best
things about the tournament was
how it wasn’t about who won.
Instead it was about how willing
you were to meet people.
For example, Haruna was
originally supposed to play on
the French team, but one player
dropped out of the Maroon team,
so he volunteered to join them.
His team made it to the semifinals.
Sobel said soccer became the
featured sport for two reasons: it
isn’t one of RRC’s main sports,
and because it is the main sport
in so many of the countries RRC’s
immigrants and international
students represent.
“We want to consider their
interests,” she said.
While Haruna said he appreciated the opportunity to play
soccer again, he was just excited
to get out and meet people.
“Winning wasn’t important.
It was all about getting together
and having fun...That’s what it’s
all about – sportsmanship and
friendliness.”

Give it a chance
Changes to youth soccer
may benefit in long run
Keith McCullough
SPORTS EDITOR

Change.
It’s a six-letter word that
seems to strike fear into the
very hearts of this city’s soccer
community. Always a passionate, tight-knit but fairly conservative bunch, Winnipeg’s
small community of passionate soccer supporters have always seemed content with the
status quo.
That status quo is being
threatened big time by a proposed new ruling from the
Manitoba Soccer Association
that would eliminate any official competition from the sport
of soccer for kids under 12, by
the year 2014. Instead of keeping score in league play and
awarding trophies and championships, greater emphasis
would be placed on actually
learning the game. More time
would be spent in training sessions, learning skills and getting active. Less time would be
spent playing games.
Naturally, much of the soccer community is up in arms
over the idea, claiming it will
set back the development of
our top prospects and no longer really be a sport.
That idea is foolish and
narrow-minded.
For starters, it isn’t as if

competition is being removed
from the sport entirely, just
for young kids under the age
of 12. At that age, the competition is often more between
wild parents harassing each
other, referees and coaches
on the sidelines than the kids
anyway.
One a child is a teenager,
they can keep score and win
trophies as much as they
want.
While age is a factor, the
biggest thing we have to face
up to as soccer fans is that the
current system for soccer in
this province just is not working.
Soccer fanatics who know
some good players and have
friends who they think could
play for provincial programs
might disagree, but at its very
foundation, our province is
producing very, very few toplevel soccer players. Our men’s
national team is ranked below
tiny countries most of us have
never even heard of.
So let’s try something
new. Let’s actually have our
players spend time working
on getting better, working
on becoming skilled and fit,
and then put them in competitive games. It’s just logical
that they will touch the ball
and improve more by being
out practicing for hours than
touching the ball 10 times in
an hour long game.
As MSA chief executive

Hector Vergara said this week,
this is the system used for
soccer in much of the rest of
the world. Spain uses a similar system and just won the
World Cup. In South America
you don’t see kids playing in
organized leagues, but spending endless hours out with
friends on the streets learning
their craft.
The bottom line is this,
whether you agree with it
or not. This plan should be
given a chance before it’s condemned as an outright failure.
Sure, we could resist
change and stick to the nice
little bubble world that we
have as a soccer community,
but what’s the point? Why not
aim for more?
With any luck we might
see players from Manitoba on
the sport’s biggest stage one
day, instead of winning a community club tournament.
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Down
to
the
wire
Rebels and College Wesmen rivalry heats up

Photos by Darrin Bauming

Sean Angus
SPORTS BEAT REPORTER

The Red River College Rebels
spoiled the University of Winnipeg College Wesmen’s perfect
season on Thursday, Feb. 10 with
a 72-70 overtime win at the Notre
Dame Campus.
Corey Neufeld scored 19
points for the Rebels, the most
out of any player in the game, and
played solidly down the stretch.
The Rebels came out storming in this one, jumping out to
a 7-0 lead right out of the gate.
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However, the Rebels could not
hold onto this lead throughout
the quarter. The College Wesmen
fought back to take a 17-15 lead
going into the second quarter.
At the start of the second
quarter, the Rebels offense went
back to their scoring ways and
ended up grabbing a 36-30 lead
going into halftime.
The Rebels were not able to
continue their strong play into
the second half though. The College Wesmen strung together an
impressive 14-2 run to begin the
half but whenever the Rebels got
down in this game, they had no
problem getting back in it.
Rebels head coach, Sukh
Singh said after the game, “we
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shot the ball really poorly today,
we didn’t make a lot of great decisions but when we went down five
or six, we had a couple shots that
got us right back in the game.”
The College Wesmen went
into the fourth quarter with a
one-point lead. They had the lead
for most of the fourth quarter but
the Rebels were able to keep themselves within striking distance.
The biggest margin of the quarter
was a five point lead for the U of
W but in regular Red River Rebels
fashion, the home team had no
problem clawing their way back.
The Rebels took a two-point
lead in the dying seconds of the
game but a foul called on Red
River with 0.2 seconds left on the

clock gave College Wesmen guard
Given Isaac a chance to tie the
game with two free throws.
Isaac sunk both and for the
second time this season the Rebels and U of W would go to overtime.
Back in October, these two
teams went the distance in a game
where the College Wesmen edged
out the Rebels 90-87 in overtime.
As soon as overtime began,
the Rebels showed they did not
want a repeat of October’s game.
A quick three-pointer by Corey
Neufeld and a few key free throws
gave the Rebels a lead they would
never relinquish. The College
Wesmen were able to get within
one point but in the end, the Reb-

els came out on top with a thrilling 72-70 win.
Josh Olaes, who scored 16
points for the Rebels, is pleased
with his team’s play as they swiftly approach the playoffs.
“This win is huge for us, it’s
a good momentum swing,” said
Olaes. “Hopefully we can carry
this momentum right into the
playoffs and just keep winning.”
The Rebels lost to the College
Wesmen two days later and now
sit at 8-2. They look to be locked
into second place but their final
seeding in the playoffs depends
on how the College Wesmen do in
their last two games.

